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ABSTRACT 
Let us fii a field F, a finite-dimensional F-vector space V, and a nondegenerate 
symmetric bilinear form on V, subject to the following restriction. If char(F) = 2, 
then the bilinear form must be selected so that the space of all isotropic vectors in V 
is nondegenerate. Let H be the set of all totally isotropic subspaces of V. There exists 
a mapping p: Jv+.N(U c-) UP) such that U + UP is nondegenerate for all U EN 
From such, a construction is given for obtaining a “pseudoorthogonal” complementary 
subspace for any subspace of V. Based on this construction, it is shown how to 
construct generalized inverses of linear transformations on V whose associated 
projection maps are normal linear transformations. The resulting operation for obtain- 
ing a generalized inverse has the additional property that it commutes with the 
operation of taking adjoints. When char(F) f 2, it is shown that p can be selected so 
as to be an involution. For this case, constructions of such p are presented. The 
constructions which are derived from these, as outlined above, are then also involu- 
tory. Moreover, when F is an ordered field, p may be selected so as to be an 
involutory automorphism of the partially ordered set (_& c). 0 Elseuier Science 
Inc.. 1997 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Throughout our discussion, V will be a fixed n-dimensional vector space 
over a field F, and V will be equipped with a nondegenerate symmetric 
bilinear form (u, u) e (u, 0). By char(F) we will denote the characteristic of 
F, and by 9 the lattice of all (linear) subspaces of V. A vector 0 E V is 
isotropic if (u, o ) = 0; otherwise it is anisotropic. V, will denote the set of all 
isotropic vectors in V. It should be observed that V,, EL? if char(F) = 2. 
For U ~9, recall a few standard definitions. U ’ = {u E V 1 (u, o> = 0, 
Vu E U}. U is totally isotropic if U c U ’ . rad(U) = U n U ’ . U is degen- 
erate if rad(U) # 0, U’ is a maximal nondegenerate subspace of U if U’ is 
maximal in the set of elements U” of _Y’ such that U” c U and U” is 
nondegenerate. It is straightforward to check that this is so if and only if 
U=rad(U)@U’. For U,WEP’, UIW means that WcUL (so UC 
W ‘I, and we say that U and W are orthogonal. A direct sum of vector spaces 
is orthogonal if its summands are pairwise orthogonal. 
The following subsets of 9’ are required. Let J be the set of all totally 
isotropic subspaces of V. For k = 0, 1,2,. . . , n, let LZk be the set of all 
k-subspaces of V, and let Jt”k =.H nTk. The (Witt) index of V is the largest 
integer k for which J$ is nonempty. It will be denoted by r = index(V). 
Our prime objects of focus, whose existence shall be our main concern, 
are those given in the following definitions. 
DEFINITION. 
(i) U, U' EL? are pseudoorthogonal complements (of each other) if 
they are complementary subspaces (i.e. V = U @ U’), some maximal nonde- 
generate subspace of U is orthogonal to U’, and some maximal nondegener- 
ate subspace of U’ is orthogonal to U. 
(ii) U, U’ ~Jtrare hyperbolic complements (of each other) if U + U’ is 
nondegenerate. 
(iii) A pseudoorth ogonal complementation is a mapping c: 3 -3 
(U ++ UC) such that, for all U EL?‘, U and U’ are pseudoorthogonal comple- 
ments and UC’ = U ’ (‘. 
(iv) A hyp er o ic complementation is a mapping h: J%‘+JY (U ++ Uh) b 1’ 
such that, for all U EN, U and Uh are hyperbolic complements. 
When U, U’ E 3’ are pseudoorthogonal complements, dim(U’) = 
dim(U ‘I. So if U is nondegenerate, then U’ = U L . When U, U’ EJY are 
hyperbolic complements, we shall write U N U’. Notice that U N U’ implies 
that U n U' = 0, as is easily checked, although U and U’ need not be 
complementary subspaces in V, since together they might not span all of V. 
In fact, we observe the following. 
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PROPOSITION 1. If U, U’ EJP” with U - U’, then U and U’ have the 
same dimension. 
Proof. U @ U’ is nondegenerate, and without loss of generality we may 
assume that V = U @ U’. Let {ui, u2,. . . , uk} be a basis for U. For j = 
1,2,. . .) k, let I,$ be the linear span of (ui, u2,. . . , uk} \ {uj}. Since I.$ @ U’ 
has codimension one in V, <I_$ @ U’) ’ is one-dimensional and is not ortho- 
gonal to span{uj}. So there exists a unique vector vj E <U$ G+ U’)’ such 
that (uj, vj) = 1. Write uj = xj + yj with xj E U and yj E U’. If some 
xj # 0, then there exists z E U’ with ( xj, z) f 0, since otherwise x. E 
.J 
rad(U @ U’) = 0. So (vj, Z) z 0, which contradicts the choice of uj, since 
vje U’l. Thus each xj = 0 and each vj E U’, and since (ui, vj) = Sij 
(Kronecker’s delta), the vj are linearly independent. Therefore, dim(U) < 
dim(U’). By symmetry, dim(U) = dim(U’). n 
When chal(F) # 2, we see in Section 2 that a hyperbolic complementa- 
tion can be constructed in such a way that this mapping is bijective and equal 
to its own inverse. Such a hyperbolic complementation will be called involu- 
tory. If F is an ordered field, then an involutory hyperbolic complementation 
exists which also behaves as an automorphism of the partially ordered set 
(N, ~1. If chal(F) = 2 and if the subspace V,, is nondegenerate, then 
hyperbolic complementations exist, though in general not involutory ones. 
Section 3 focuses on pseudoorthogonal complements and complementa- 
tions. A method is developed here for constructing a pseudoorthogonal 
complementation, based on any given hyperbolic complementation. When 
the latter is involutory, the former will be involutory as well. That is, it too 
will be a bijective map and will be equal to its own inverse. We see that 
pseudoorthogonal complementation exist, unless char(F) = 2 and V, is 
degenerate. Also, when char(F) + 2, involutory pseudoorthogonal comple- 
mentations can be constructed using the constructions of Section 2. 
Such a construction demonstrates part of a result due to W. E. Clark [3, 
Theorem 1 and Remark 31, which says that the graph whose vertex set is 9, 
with two vertices being adjacent if they are complements in V, admits a 
perfect matching when F is infinite, as well as when chari F) f 2, as well as 
when n is odd. For the Chad F) z 2 case, an involutory pseudoorthogonal 
complementation produces such a matching in this graph. Because such a 
complementation can be obtained by algebraic means, it is possible to answer 
affirmatively an open question which appears at the end of [3]. 
In Section 4, pseudoorthogonal complementations are used to construct 
generalized inverses of linear transformations t on V, whose associated 
projection maps are normal linear transformations. This results in an opera- 
tion, t ++ tC, that commutes with the adjacent operation, t - t*, with respect 
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to ( * ) * ). That is to say, if c is a pseudoorthogonal complementation, then to 
each linear transformation t: V + V there is assigned a linear transformation 
t”: V + V, in such a way that the following properties hold true: 
(i) ~“t = t and t’~“ = r’; 
(ii) t“* = t*“; 
(iii) ti” and t”t are normal linear transformations; 
(iv) if c is invohitory (on 59, then t“” = d. 
M. H. Pearl [6, Theorem S] has demonstrated that (i) and (iii) can be 
achieved when char(F) # 2. Combining this with the fact that involutory 
pseudoorthogonal inverses exist when char(F) f 2, we obtain mappings 
t e t” satisfying (i), (ii), (iii), and t”” = t. Also, since pseudoorthogonal 
inverses exist when char(F) = 2 and the subspace V,, is nondegenerate, we 
are able in this case to obtain mappings 1 c-) t” satisfying (i), (ii), and (iii). 
2. INVOLUTORY HYPERBOLIC COMPLEMENTATIONS 
This section introduces two constructions of involutory hyperbolic com- 
plementations. These constructions require that the characteristic of F not be 
equal to two. In the second construction, F must be an ordered field. 
TIIEOKEM 1. When char(F) # 2, there exists un involutoy hyperbolic 
complementation h: _N -+ N. 
Proof. Fix an ordered orthogonal basis (e, , e2, . . . , e,,) of V, which exists 
by [4, Theorem 4, p. 71. So ( ejr e-) = hi Sij (i, j = 1,2, . . . , n) for some 
nonzero constants A,, . . . , A,, E F. Then for any U EM with say dim(U) = k, 
there is a unique ordered basis (f,, f2, . . . , fk> of U such that the k X n 
coefficient matrix M of (f,, f2,. . . , fk> with respect to (e,, e2,. . . , e,) is in 
reduced row echelon form. Each row thus has a leading one, and it is 
understood here that these proceed from left to right as the rows of the 
matrix are descended. (f, , f2, . . . , fk) will be referred to as the canonical 
basis of U. For i = 1,2, . . . , k, let n, equal the index of the column 
containing the leading one in the ith row of M. Set f: = 2e,, -f; (i = 
1 , . . . , k). By direct calculation, using the properties of reduced row echelon 
form, it follows that (fi, e,, ) = A,, aij, (f;‘, f; > = 0, and (f:, fi) = 2 A,, aij 
(i,j = 1,2 ,..., k). Let Uh h span{f;,f;, . . . ,fi}. Then <f;,fi, . . . ,fi> is the 
canonical basis for Uh, and (f:)’ = f; (i = 1,2, . . . , k). In this way a mapping 
h: JV+J is defined, and it follows, for all U EN, that if k = dim(U), then 
U” ENS and Uh N U and Uh” = U. n 
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REMARK 1. In constructing h in Theorem 1, it is worth noting that for 
each U EN, there exists an involutory isometry I, of V such that Z,(U) = 
Uh and, moreover, I, = ZC,h. Recalling the notation in the proof, I, is just 
the linear map which takes each e,, to -e,z, while fixing all other ej. So 
Z”(J) = -fi’ and IL,(J) = -fi (i = 1,. . . , k). It seems natural then to ask 
about other assignments of an involutory isometry Ju to each U EN, so that 
in defining p: N+.N by UP =/,(U), we have (i) JI, =Jup and (ii) U, UP 
are hyperbolic complements for all U EJK 
When F is an ordered field, it is well known that V contains subspaces 
V+ and V- such that V = V+@ V, and such that the bilinear form 
is positive definite on V+ and negative definite on V-, and Vi1 V-. 
(-Cf. 15, Corollary XIV.7.21.) Define the involutory isometry i by taking 
Z(zj+_+ o-) = u+- u- for all o+~ V+ and U-E V-. The mapping (u, u) H 
(u, Z(u)) is a positive definite bilinear form, and so with respect to this 
form all subspaces are nondegenerate. Now, continuing with the discussion 
in Remark 1, set Ju = i for all U l Jtr and consider the corresponding 
mapping p: M+J”given by taking UP = Z(U) for all U EJK 
THEOREM 2. When F is an ordered field, the above mapping p: hf +N 
is a hyperbolic complementation, and is also an involutoy automqhism of 
the partially ordered set CM, c>. 
Proof. Fix some U EN and some basis {ui + tii}/= 1 for U with each 
ui E v+ and each z)~ E V-. Then {ui - ui]lk_ I is a basis for UP. Of course, 
ui = i[(ui + ui> + (ui - oi)] and ui = k[(ui + uj) - (ui - uj)]. So U + 
Up = span{ui}lk_ i @ span{tj,),k_ i. B y observing that the right-hand side of this 
last equation is the orthogonal direct sum of nondegenerate subspaces (with 
respect to the form ( * , * )), we may conclude that U + UP is nondegenerate. 
So p is a hyperbolic complementation. It is clearly also an involutory 
automorphism of the partially ordered set (Jy, z). W 
For the sake of completeness a short proof is given for the next proposi- 
tion, although this proposition is essentially just an application of the reason- 
ing of [l, Theorem 3.8, p. 1201 or [5, Lemma XIV.4, p. 3601, adapted to the 
characteristic-two case. 
PROPOSITION 2. When chal(F) = 2 and the subspace V, of V is nonde- 
generate, there exists a hyperbolic complementation. 
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Proof. Without loss of generality, V,, = V. Suppose U Em has a 
basis {u,,u,,..., uk). Now 2k < n, since k < n - k, since U c U’ and 
dim(U ‘) = n - k. For j = 1,2, . . . , k, we can select a vector vj E V ortho- 
gonal to each vector in the set {vi 1 i < j) U (ui 1 i #j}, but not to uj. Without 
loss of generality, (ui, tij) = Sij for all i, j E {1,2, . . . , k). It then follows 
that U N span{v,, v2,. . . , vk} EJK Thus a hyperbolic complementation does 
exist. n 
3. PSEUDOORTHOGONAL COMPLEMENTATIONS 
We shall now examine pseudoorthogonal complements and complementa- 
tions. As will be shown, these are closely related to hyperbolic complements 
and complementations. Therefore the information obtained in the previous 
sections may be utilized to produce results concerning pseudoorthogonal 
complements and complementations. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let U, U’ ~22 be pseudoorthogonal complements. Let 
M, M’ be maximal nondegenerate subspaces of U, U’, respectively, such that 
M I U’ and M ’ I U. Let H = rad( U) @ rad( U’). Then 
(i) H is nondegenerate, so rad(U) N rad(U’); 
(ii) V = H @ M @ M’, an orthogonal direct sum; 
(iii) rad( U) and rad( U’) have the same dimension; 
(iv) U’ = rad(U) @ M’ and U” = rad(U’) @ M; 
(v) M=UnU” andM’=U’nU’. 
Proof. M and MI are nondegenerate, and M I M ‘. So it is easy to see 
that M @ M’ is nondegenerate. Now V = U @ U’ and U = rad(U) @ M 
and U’ = rad(U’) @ M’. So easily H = (M CB M’) ’ . Thus (i) and (ii) hold. 
(iii) follows from (i) and Proposition 1. Now M’ G U ’ and rad(U) n M’ = 0. 
So rad(U) @ M’ c U ’ . But dim(rad(U) @ M’) = dim(rad(U’) @ M’) = 
dim(U’) = n - dim(U) = dim(U ‘>. So the first part of (iv) holds. The 
second part is likewise established. Finally, U = rad(U) @ M and U” = 
rad(U’) @ M and H n M = 0. So the first part of(v) holds, and similarly for 
the second part. n 
As an immediate consequence of the above, we obtain the following 
corollary. 
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COROLLARY 1. Let U, U’ ~2’ be pseudoorthogonal complements. Then 
there exist unique maximal nondegenerate subspaces M of U and M’ of U’ 
withMlU’andM’lU. 
The following lemma will be needed in the proof of Theorem 3. 
LEMMA 1. Let U ~2, let W be a hyperbolic complement of rad(U1, 
and let H = W CIJ rad(U). Then 
(i) W fl U = 0. 
(ii) W’ nU =‘H’ nU; 
(iii) W $ U is a nono!egen,erate subspace of V; 
(iv) H ’ n U is a maximal nondegenerate subspace of U. 
Proof. For all w E W with w # 0, there exists z E rad(U) with 
(w, z) z 0, since otherwise w E rad( H) = 0. So (i) holds. Now H ’ n U = 
[W @ rad(U)]’ nU = W ’ nrad(U)’ nU = W ’ nU, since U c 
rad(U)‘. So (ii) holds. 
Next, suppose that w E W and u E U are such that 0 # w + u E 
rad(W @ U). For any z E rad(U), 0 = (Z,W + U> = (z, w). So w E 
rad( H) = 0, and thus w = 0 and u E U n H ’ . So 0 Z u E rad( H 1 = 0, a 
contradiction. Thus (iii) holds. 
Nowf~~~Uand,sinceV=H@H~,writeu=u+u’withuEH 
and u’ E HI. Suppose that u @ rad(U). Write u = w + w ’ with w E W 
and w’ E rad(U). So w z 0. There then exists z E rad(U)with (w, .z) # 0. 
But (w, z) = (u, z) = (u, z). This means that z P U’ , a contradiction. 
So u E rad(U) and u’ E H’ nu. It follows that U = rad(U) @ (HI nu>, 
so (iv) holds. w 
We now come to the principal objective of this section, namely, the 
construction of pseudoorthogonal complementations, induced by hyperbolic 
complementations. 
THEOREM 3. Let h be a hyperbolic complementation. Define a mapping 
c: 9-+2’ as follows. For U ~9, let UC = rad(UY @ [rad(U)h @ U]' . 
Then c is a pseudoorthogonal complementation. Moreover, if h is inuolutoy, 
then c is involutoy. 
Proof. For U ~2, let H, = rad(U) @ rad(UY and M, = H,’ nu 
and Mb = (H, @ M,)’ . By Lemma 1, M, is a maximal nondegenerate 
subspace of U. Now H, @ M, = rad(U lh @ U is nondegenerate, again by 
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Lemma 1. So Mb is nondegenerate. So U” = rad(UY @ M;, rad(U”) = 
iad(U and ML! is a maximal nondegenerate subspace of U”. Clearly 
V = M;,, @ rad(U)h @ U = U“ @ U. Also, M, I U’ and Mb I U. 
Now U”l = {(rad(U)” @ [rad(U)” @ VI’]’ = rad(UP’ n[rad(Ujh @ 
U]. Also, U”’ = rad(U)” @ [r&d(U)” @ U’]’ = rad(Ujh @ [rad(Ujh’ fl 
U]. By the modularity of the lattice _!5’, we obtain U”l = U I’, since 
rad(U)” c iad(U . Therefore, c is a pseudoorthogonal complementation. 
Suppose now that h is involutory. In this case, U” = rad(U’jh @ 
[rad(U”)” @ U’]l = t-ad(U) @ [rad(U) @ UI‘]’ = rad(U) @ {H,@ 
[rad(U)” @ VI’}’ = rad(U) @ {H,’ n[rad(U)” @ VI], which contains 
rad(U) @ (Hi,+ n U) = rad(U) @ M,, = U. But U and U”” have the same 
dimension. Thus U“” = U. Therefore, c is involutory whenever h is involu- 
tory. n 
Since it was shown in Section 2 that involutory hyperbolic complementa- 
tions exist whenever char(F) z 2, and that hyperbolic complementations 
exist whenever char(F) = 2 and V(, is nondegenerate, we immediately obtain 
the next two corollaries. 
COHOLLAHY 2. When char(F) # 2, V admits an involutoy pseudo- 
orthogonal complementation. 
COROLLARY 3. When char(F) = 2 and the suhspace V, is nondegener- 
ate, V admits a pseudoorthogonal complement&on. 
4. GENERALIZED INVERSIONS 
Given any complementation c on V, that is, any mapping c: 9 +_5? with 
V = U @ U“ for all U ~3, there is a mapping which assigns to each linear 
transformation t: V + V a linear transformation tC: V + V, defined in the 
following manner. It is required that ker(t’) = im(t)“, and that the restriction 
of t“ to im(t> be the inverse of the restriction of t to ker(t)“. Thus 
im(tc> = ker(t)“ and tt”t = t and t”tt“ = t’. In fact, t” is the only linear 
transformation s: V + V such that ker(s) = im(t>c, im(s) = ker(t)c, tst = t, 
and sts = s. This fact will be needed in the next proof. tC is called a 
generalized inverse of t. The mapping t ++ t’ will be called a generalized 
inversion. If the complementation c is involutory, then it is straightforward to 
check that t”“ = t for all t. 
LEMMA 2. A complementation c satisfies U” ’ = U ” for all U ~9 if 
and only if tC* = t *’ for all linear transfknations t : V - V. 
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proof. Fix some linear transformation t on V. We till show that in 
order to satisfy the condition tC* = t*C, it is necessary and sufficient that 
ker(t)“’ = kel(t)’ ’ and im(t)c’ = im(t) I’. To see this, argue as follows. 
ker(tc*) = im(tC)’ = kedt)“’ and im(tc*) = ker(t”)l = im(t)“’ and 
kel(t*“) = im(t*)c = kedt)lc and im(t*‘) = ker(t*)” = im(t) 1 ‘. So neces- 
sity is clear. 
Assume then that ker(t)“’ = ker(t)‘” and im(t)cl = im(t)“. So 
ker(t”*) = ker(t*c) and im(t”*) = im(t*c). Now of course t*t*ct* = t* 
and t*ct*t*c - t*C. But we also see that t*tc*t* = (tt”t)* = t* and 
tc*t*tc* = (,Ytc)* = tc*. SO if s is either t*C or tC*, we find that keds) = 
im(t*)“, im(s) = ker(t*)“, t*st* = t*, and st*s = s. Since a unique linear 
transformation s satisfies these four equations, we obtain t*C = tC*. By 
allowing t to now vary, we see that tC* = t *’ for all t if and only if 
7J Cl= ULC for all U E L. n 
The next theorem shows precisely how the pseudoorthogonality of a 
complementation is manifested by the corresponding generalized inversion. 
THEOREM 4. Let c ~9 +9 be a complementation. Then the following 
are equivalent: 
(i) c is pseudoorthogonal; 
(ii) tC* = t*C, and ttc is normal for all linear t: V + V; 
(iii) tC* = t*“, and tct is norm&for all linear t: V + V. 
Proof. The equivalence of (ii) and (iii) follows easily from the fact that 
(MC)* = tc*t* = l*Ct* if tC* = t*“. To prove the equivalence of (i) and (iii), 
we may assume, because of Lemma 2, that UC’ = U ” for all U e.9 (a 
condition required for pseudoorthogonality). We then need to prove that UC 
is a pseudoorthogonal complement of U for all U E_Y if and only if tct is 
normal for all linear t: V + V. But Proposition 3 says, if U, U” ~9 are 
pseudoorthogonal complements, then 
v=unu~~unu~c~ucnu~~u~nu~c. (1) 
The converse of this claim is immediately verified. 
Now fix some linear transformation t on V, and let W = ker(t). Observe 
that t’t is projection onto W” along W, while (t”t)* = t*t*” is projection 
onto W ’ along W 1 ‘. So t”t(t”t)* = (tct>*tct implies that t’t(W ‘1 c W ’ 
and t”t(W~“)~Wi”,whichimpliesthatW~=WnwW~w”nWi 
and W ” = W n W ” @ W’ n W 1 ‘, which implies that 
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Conversely, this last equation implies that t”t(t’t)* = (t’t>*t’t. So it is clear 
that (1) holds for all U EL? and only if tct is normal for all linear t: V + V. 
B 
Theorem 4 and Corollaries 2 and 3 yield the following consequences. 
COROLLARY 4. When char(F) # 2, the space of linear transformations 
on V admits a generalized inversion, t H t’, satisfying, for all linear trans- 
formations t on V, the following conditions: 
(i) ttc and t’t are normal linear transformations; 
(ii) tC* = t*C; 
(iii) tCC = t. 
COROLLARY 5. When chari F) = 2 and V, is nondegenerate, the space of 
linear transformations on V admits a generalized inversion, t e tr, satisfy- 
ing, for all linear transformations t on V, the following conditions: 
(i) ttc and tct are normal linear transformations; 
(ii) t”* = t*C. 
REMARK 2. When char(F) # 2, the fact that there exists a generalized 
inversion t - tC such that the projection maps tic and tct are always normal 
was essentially proved by M. H. Pearl [6, Theorem 81, using rather intricate 
matrix manipulations. 
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